This is the Auerswald dialler, 10:42 a.m. Input 1: deep freezer, -10.4 °C. An alarm has been activated. Please confirm.

Welcome to the remote enquiry. Input 1: deep freezer, -19 °C. Input 2: room temperature, 20 °C. Input 3: outside temperature, ...

Computer with USB port

max. 6 inputs usable as alarm and measuring inputs

max. 2 outputs usable as alarm or switching relays

max. 6 inputs usable as alarm and measuring inputs

switch-over of the alarm stand-by incl. status display

digital trunk line

telephone e.g. alarm annunciator

e.g. heating

Computer with USB port

depth freezer

heating temperature

window contact

temperature/humidity

status display

max. 6 inputs usable as alarm and measuring inputs

WG-640 configuration examples